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Statement of problem

Earth has an atmosphere

∗ It is inhomogeneous and time-variable

∗ It has two main components

◦ Hydrostatic (dry): mostly diatomic molecules
◦ Wet: water in vapor and droplet form

∗ Index of refraction n ∼ 1 + 0.000316e−z/8000m

◦ Introduces propagation delay
◦ Introduces refraction (geometric pathlength bending)

∗ Wet component: ∼ 2% by composition, 10% by delay

∗ Dry component: typically 2.3 m zenith electrical pathlength
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Statement of problem (cont)

Unknown pathlengths affect VLBI science

∗ In geodesy, introduce noise and bias in measurement of station and
source positions

∗ In phase referencing, introduces calibration scatter and bias

Parameterize problem as follows:

∆L(e) = ∆Lz
h mfh(e) + ∆Lz

w mfw(e)

where

∗ ∆L(e) is electrical pathlength through atmosphere at elevation e

∗ ∆Lz
h and ∆Lz

w are hydrostatic and wet zenith delays

∗ mfh(e) and mfw(e) are “mapping functions” that relate slant
atmosphere pathlength to zenith pathlength.
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Statement of problem (cont)

∗ Marini (1972) established general form that is easy to analytically
manipulate and that has appropriate properties based on truncated
continued fraction:

mf(e; a, b, c) =
1 + a

1+ b
1+c

sin e+ a
sin e+ b

sin e+c

∗ Various mapping functions use different mechanisms to determine a,
b, and c.

∗ At zenith (e = 90◦), this is exactly 1.

∗ Near zenith, this closely approximates csc e, which would be
appropriate for uniform atmosphere on uncurved earth.

∗ Problem reduced to determining:

◦ For hydrostatic component: ∆Lz
h, ah, bh, ch

◦ For wet component: ∆Lz
w, aw, bw, cw

◦ All as a function of time, separately for each antenna
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Zenith delays

∗ ∆Lz
h is given the integrated airmass above the station

∗ This is directly related to surface pressure

∆Lz
h =

0.0022768p

1 − 0.00266 cos 2φ− 0.28 × 10−6z

∗ where

◦ p is surface pressure (hPa ≡ mbar)
◦ φ is latitude
◦ z is station height above sea level

∗ ∆Lz
w is much more complicated and depends on many atmospheric

parameters
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Current atmosphere modeling in DiFX: Calc 9 (calcserver)

∗ The Niell Mapping Functions (Niell, 2000) are used

◦ ah, bh, ch based on interpolation of look-up table based on
latitude (15 degree granularity) and time (sinusoidal variation
over year)

◦ aw, bw, cw based on interpolation of look-up table based on
latitude (15 degree granularity) only

◦ This was first model to use ray-trace analysis of numerical
weather models

◦ A very large step forward in atmosphere delay modeling!
◦ ∆Lz

h is based on surface pressure, estimated simply by site
latitude and height

◦ ∆Lz
w is based on surface temperature and humidity, estimated

by site elevation only
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Current atmosphere modeling in DiFX: Calc 11 (difxcalc11)

∗ The Global Mapping Functions (Böhm et al. 2006) are used

◦ ah, bh, ch based on interpolation by spherical harmonics based
on lat,long (15×15 degree granularity) and time (sinusoidal
variation over year)

◦ aw, bw, cw based on interpolation by spherical harmonics based
on lat,long (15×15 degree granularity) and time (sinusoidal
variation over year)

◦ The a, b, c parameters were determined by ray-trace analysis of
3 years of numerical weather data

◦ ∆Lz
h is based on surface pressure, estimated simply by site

latitude and height
◦ ∆Lz

w is based on surface temperature and humidity, estimated
by site elevation only

◦ Hooks are in the code to use measured pressure temperature
and humidity (but unused)
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Vienna Mapping Functions 3 (VMF3)

∗ “VMF3/GPT3: refined discrete and empirical troposphere mapping
functions”, Daniel Landskron and Johannes Böhm, 2017

∗ Developed at the Technical University of Vienna

∗ Many thanks to Johannes for consultation in the DiFX
implementations and in preparing these slides
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VMF3 improvements

∗ Use higher resolution numerical weather model (NMW) data
(1◦ × 1◦ grid)

∗ For a coefficients, use actual NMW data for 6 hour period, not
annual average

◦ This necessitates downloading VMF data files specific to the
observation time

◦ http://vmf.geo.tuwien.ac.at/trop_products/VLBI/

VMF3/VMF3_OP/daily/

∗ The b and c parameters now have independent 5 parameter annual
variation. E.g., for t the fractional part of the year:

b = A0 +A1 cos 2πt+B1 sin 2πt+A2 cos 4πt+B2 sin 4πt

∗ NMW evaluated at multiple elevations and azimuths at each cell (or
site)
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VMF3 improvements over VMF1

From Landskron & Böhm, 2017
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VMF3 forecast of zenith wet delay

From http://vmf.geo.tuwien.ac.at
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VMF3 data files

∗ Special purpose VLBI text files tabulate parameters 4 times per day

∗ Calculations made at 243 current and past VLBI sites

◦ More can be added (presumably)
◦ Simplifies evaluation of delay model

∗ Columns in file are:

1. Station name
2. Time/date (MJD)
3. ah
4. aw
5. ∆Lz

h (m)
6. ∆Lz

w (m)
7. NWM surface pressure (hPa)
8. NWM surface temperature (T)
9. NWM partial pressure of water (hPa)
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Initial VMF3 implementation in DiFX

∗ “Atmosphere replacement therapy”

◦ Run difxcalc11 to create .im files
◦ Read .im files, remove contribution from total delay
◦ Calculate new atmosphere value
◦ Update total delay and replace “Dry” and “Wet” values

∗ All activities orchestrated by calcif2

∗ VMF calculations performed in vmf.c/h and vmf3.c/h files linked
to calcif2
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Associated development: difxio::antenna db

∗ VMF3 VLBI files are indexed by IVS station name (e.g.,
“PIETOWN”, “MK-VLBA”, “ONSALA60”)

∗ Mapping from station identifiers in .vex to these names is not
precise

∗ antenna db.c/h contains a list of antennas by x, y, z along with
IVS station name and some other info allowing a lookup

∗ The coordinates in this file are not meant to be maintained to high
precision; only enough to uniquely identify an antenna (meter-scale).

∗ IVS station names are used for other things. . . Maybe this
functionality will find other uses.
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Using station weather data

∗ The VMF code in calcif2 can make use of tabular weather data

∗ File names should be of form project.stn.weather and be in the
directory where calcif2 is called

∗ These files are text files with following columns:

1. Date/time (MJD)
2. Temperature (C)
3. Pressure (hPa ≡ mbar)
4. Dew point (c)
5. Wind speed (m/s)
6. Wind dir (deg E of N)
7. Rain since midnight (cm)
8. Wind gust (m/s)

∗ Currently only pressure is used; it is used to rescale Lz
h

∗ Maybe in future, use temperature and dewpoint to inform Lz
w
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How to use

∗ Create temporary storage directory for VMF files

∗ Create environment variable DIFX VMF DATA pointing to that
directory

∗ In the .v2d file set delay model:

◦ For NWM parameters: delayModel = difxcalc+vmf

◦ To supplement with wx data: delayModel = difxcalc+met

◦ This gets captured by the .calc file

∗ Run vex2difx and calcif2 like usual
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TODO: Testing!

∗ Tricky

◦ Ionosphere and short timescale troposphere fluctuations
dominate

◦ Changes may be covariant with overall clock offsets

∗ Strategy (suggestions welcome)

◦ Dual correlation of existing data

I Focus on S/X geodetic observations?

◦ Specially designed test observation

I Track a small number of well understood sources for many
hours

I Phase reference two nearby sources at low elevation?
I Repeat observation on many days / times?
I Frequency? Perhaps 15 GHz?
I Sources? ICRF3 defining?
I Analysis? Fringe fit, look for reduced residuals?

◦ Any other ideas?
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TODO: Integrate w/ difxcalc?

∗ If after testing this seems good, then unify this with difxcalc

∗ This can produce slightly more correct results

◦ In current practice, refraction (and hence ray path) can be
different in original and replaced ∆L

∗ This is a good lead-in to discussion . . .
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Discussion: How to use calc out of DiFX?
Some statements that might trigger discussion:

∗ Largely Fortran code

∗ No external dependencies

∗ Contains lots of difficult algorithms

∗ Code has minimal to no use of convenient data structures

∗ Many options under the hood are not exposed and could be useful

∗ David Gordon (GSFC) is generally willing to support DiFX
community

∗ Support lifetime of Calc/Solve uncertain (and maybe limited)

∗ Use cases

◦ Post-correlation model correction (e.g., in CASA)
◦ Research and development for improved calibration
◦ Exposing an interface within Python might lead to new uses
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